
Theme 8:  Negotiation & Fairness
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Negotiation & Fairness

Economic Partnership

Shared Responsibility

Responsible Parenting Honesty & Accountability

Trust & Support

Respect

Non-Threatening Behavior

Equality

Seeking mutually satisfying 
resolutions to conflict

Accepting change

Being willing to compromise
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Week 1:

Define Negotiation and Fairness &

Analyze the Use of
Coercion and Threats
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1.  Check In. (15 Minutes)
a. Introduce new members.
b. Discuss any progress made on Action Plans.
c. Share any violence or abuse you engaged in during the previous week.
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2.  Define Negotiation and Fairness - Group Discussion. (20 Minutes)

What is negotiation and fairness?
Fairness suggests that both partners are afforded the same 
rights and opportunities to discuss how to get their wants and 
needs met in the relationship.
Accepting change.
Being willing to compromise.
Balancing the needs of two parties and reaching a resolution 
that is mutually satisfactory.
Recognizing when an issue is not open to negotiation because it 
is not your right to decide.

Why wouldn’t you use negotiation and fairness?
Someone who is encouraged to have their wants and needs met 
in a relationship has power; it is easier to control someone who 
does not have power.
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3. Explore the Obstacles to Negotiation and Fairness in a Relationship. 
 (65 Minutes) 

a. The Court is Never Going to Award You Custody of Our Kids 
vignette

b.  Use Control Log to analyze the vignette 
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Carrie filed a restraining order against Pete because of his violence towards her and the court 
hearing is tomorrow.  She is doing some housework and goes outside to take out the trash where 
she finds Pete waiting for her.

When she sees him, she gets very nervous and reminds him that the judge said that he cannot 
be within 500 feet of the house, and she asks him politely to leave or she will have to call the 
cops.  Pete begs her to talk to him and because he seems calm, she agrees.  He starts telling her 
that he doesn’t want her to be scared of him and he wants to work on their relationship.  He 
apologizes for “losing it and hitting her,” tells her he loves her, and says, “I need you and don’t 
want to live without you.” 

Carrie insists that things would have to change drastically if they were going to give it another 
try and that he needs to see a therapist or something.  She says, “who knows, we might be able 
to work things out, but right now I just need some time to think about things.”  When Pete hears 
this, he realizes she’s not going to withdraw the restraining order and he becomes very angry 
and starts shouting at her, “It is unbelievable that you actually filed a 

The Court is Never Going to 
Award You Custody of Our Kids

restraining order against  me, your own husband!”  Pete is being loud 
and aggressive, trying to intimidate her, and tells her “if you go 
through with this, I swear we’re OVER!”
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Carrie sees that there is no sense trying to rationalize with Pete and turns to head back into the 
house.  Pete begins screaming at her, threatening and berating her, “the court is never going to 
award you custody of our kids!  You’re crazy and I have the psychiatrist’s bills to prove it!  You 
are an unfit mother and a lousy wife!  You will see, you can’t take care of yourself without me!” 
She tunes him out and continues to walk inside.  He is still yelling and insulting her from across 
the yard.  “We’re through!  You did this and only you can stop it!”
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1.  ACTIONS:  Briefly describe the situation and the actions you used to control your partner (statements, gestures, tone of voice, 
physical contact, facial expressions).

2. INTENTS & BELIEFS What did you want to happen in this situation?

What beliefs do you have that support your actions and intents?

3.  FEELINGS: What feelings were you having?

4.  MINIMIZATION, DENIAL, BLAME: In what ways did you minimize or deny your actions or blame her?

5. EFFECTS: What was the impact of your actions?

On you

On her

On others

6.  PAST VIOLENCE: How did your past use of violence affect the situation?

7.  NON-CONTROLLING 
BEHAVIORS:

What Could you have done differently?
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4. Lecture and assignment for Week 2. (10 Minutes)
a. Talk briefly about Coercion and Threats

What Are Coercion and Threats?

Making someone do something against their will through the 
use of physical force, psychological pressure, or by instilling 
fear that they will suffer injury or harm.
Any act or statement which makes your partner afraid that 
something bad will happen if she doesn’t do what you want.  
It’s like blackmail.
Women are frightened into complying in an effort to prevent 
something horrible from happening which makes these 
effective tactics of control.
The fear that something bad might happen again, stays with 
the woman on a daily basis.
I.e, extortion, blackmail, torture
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 Examples of Coercion and Threats:

“If you leave me, I’ll kill any man who tries to date you.”
“If you file for a restraining order, I’ll get custody of the 
kids.”
“If you don’t drop the restraining order, I’ll have you 
deported.”
“If you call the cops, don’t ever think of seeing the kids 
again.”
“If you leave me, I’ll won’t pay you one cent of child support.”
“If you leave me, I’ll kill myself.”
Driving recklessly with her in the car until she says or does 
what you want.
Forcing her to steal, use drugs or alcohol, have sex with 
someone else when she does not want to.
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5.  Summarize main points of the class.  (10 Minutes)

Option 1:  Ask each man to identify one insight
or useful idea he got from the group.

Option 2: Ask one man to summarize the main
points of the class.  After his answers, 
ask if there are any additions.

b. Hand out Control Logs for Week 2.  Fill out section one of 
the Log (before leaving) with an example of a time when you 
used Coercion and Threats against your partner.  (The Log 
should be completed before next week’s class.)       
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Week 2:

Understanding the Use of 
Coercion and Threats as Tactics of Control
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1.  Check In. (15 Minutes)
a. Introduce new members.
b. Discuss any progress made on Action Plans.
c. Share any violence or abuse you engaged in during the previous week.
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2. Analyze the participants' Logs:  Focusing on one of the seven aspects 
of the log.  (75 minutes) 
a. Examine actions and intents.  Each participant gives an example 

(from his log) of a time he used coercion and threats to control 
his partner.   What was his immediate intent in using this tactic?   
What did he think his coercion and threats was going to do or 
change?

b. Discuss the relationship between the men’s beliefs and the actions 
and intents listed on their logs.

c. Complete sections 3 to 6 on the log.
i. Option One:  Log one or two individuals’ experiences.
ii. Option Two:  Log the entire group at one time.

3. Discuss section 7 of the log.  (15 minutes)
Refer to examples participants listed on their logs and discuss non-
controlling behaviors on the Equality Wheel.  Covering the rules and 
responsibilities of time-outs is important.

4. Collect participants’ completed logs.  (Logs should be completed 
before the session.) (5 minutes) 235
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5.  Summarize main points of the class.  (10 Minutes)

Option One:  Ask each man to identify one insight 
or useful idea someone got from the group.

Option Two:  Ask one man to summarize the main 
points of the class. After he answers, ask if there 
are any additions.
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Week 3:

Ending the Use of Coercion and Threats
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1.  Check In. (15 Minutes)

2.  Return Logs from last week (5 minutes)

a. Introduce new members.
b. Discuss any progress made on Action Plans.
c. Share any violence or abuse you engaged in during the previous week.
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3. Role play non-controlling alternatives (45 minutes) 
a. A participant role-plays a situation from his own Log without 

using abusive behavior.  Engage the group in discussion and 
analyze whether the participant still used controlling behavior.

b. Another participant role-plays the same scenario and so on, 
until the role-play is no longer controlling or abusive.
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4.  Teach specific skills using exercises on non-controlling behaviors. 
  (45 Minutes)

• Time-outs
• Acknowledging Women's Fear
• Accepting Women's Anger
• Anger vs. Domestic Violence
• Coping Skills
• Using Positive Self-Talk 
• Assertive Communication 

• Recognizing Nonverbal Cues 
• Negotiation & Conflict Resolution
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5.  Summarize main points of the class.  (10 Minutes)

Option One:  Ask each man to identify one 
insight or useful idea someone got from the 
group.

Option Two:  Ask one man to summarize the 
main points of the class. After he answers, ask 
if there are any additions.
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